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April 10, 2015

Jockers: a little more XML practice (exercises)

Loading the TEI version of Moby-Dick:

mb <- xmlParse("melville1.xml")

Here’s your friend featurize.

featurize <- function (ll) {
result <- unlist(strsplit(ll, "\\W+"))
result <- result[result != ""]
tolower(result)

}

Now our plan is to process each div element corresponding to a chapter and then combine the
results. Let’s first figure out the operation on a single div1 element; this is the process_chap
function:

process_chap <- function (div) {
# get chapter number
chapter <- xmlGetAttr(div, "n")

# extract the p children of the div
paras <- sapply(div[names(div) == "p"],

xmlValue)

# create a two-column data-frame
data.frame(chapter=chapter,

feature=featurize(paras),
stringsAsFactors=F)

}

I underline that div is a formal parameter of the function. As written the function simply
assumes that div will be some kind of XML object, and that this object will have an n
attribute and some p children. Whenever we use this function we will have to ensure that
these assumptions hold. But nothing stops me from calling this function with something
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like process_chap("bacon and eggs"), in which case div will be bound to the string value
"bacon and eggs" and we will get an error when the function tries to use xmlGetAttr on
it.
Like the process_node function given in the homework example based on Fair Em, this
extracts an attribute from the parent node (held in the variable div) using xmlGetAttr. In
the Fair Em case it was the who attribute of an sp node; here we want the n attribute of
the div1, which gives the chpater number. In the Fair Em case we also extracted attributes
of the node’s children; here, we simply want the text living inside each p node. So we’ll use
the xmlValue function. A concise way to extract all the p children of div is the subsetting
operation used above. div[names(div) == "p"] yields an ordinary list of node objects. We
can use sapply on this list to get a vector of the text each node contains. Finally we make
a data frame, with one column simply repeating the chapter number over and over, and the
other column putting each feature in a new row.
Here’s the test that applies process_chap to a small example:

mini <- xmlParse(
'
<div1 n="1"><p>Things happen.</p><p>Often <emph>more</emph> than once.</p></div1>
')
process_chap(xmlRoot(mini))

chapter feature
1 1 things
2 1 happen
3 1 often
4 1 more
5 1 than
6 1 once

[Edit, 6/23/15. See the end of this section for a correction to this processing procedure.]
Our work is almost done. We now want to extract every div1 node of mb that is has a type
attribute chapter. So we write an XPath that does just that, and use xpathApply to apply
process_chap to every such node and get a list of the resulting data frames out:

ns <- c(def="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0")
chap_frames <- xpathApply(mb, "//def:div1[@type='chapter']", process_chap,

namespaces=ns)

The namespace gotcha rears its ugly head. In order to catch the div1 nodes we have to pass
in a namespaces parameter.
Now we create one big data frame (one row for each word in the body chapters of the novel)
with:
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mb_features <- do.call(rbind, chap_frames)

As it happens the chapter column is still character data. Let’s assert that it is in fact
numeric:

mb_features$chapter <- as.numeric(mb_features$chapter)

The next step is to extract per-chapter frequencies of i and he. Here’s how we do that using
dplyr:

mb_prons <- mb_features %>%
group_by(chapter, feature) %>%
# summarize into per-chapter feature counts
summarize(count=n()) %>%
# derive frequencies
mutate(freq=count / sum(count)) %>%
# limit to our two features of interest
filter(feature %in% c("i", "he"))

The line here which gave some of you trouble is the mutate. The frequency is the number of
times a word occurs in a chapter divided by the total number of words in the chapter. We’ve
already grouped by chapter, so sum(count) is exactly the denominator we need. Remember
that count in freq=count / sum(count) is a vector, containing all the word counts for
the given chapter. The resulting freq is likewise a vector, one element for each word type
in the chapter. Each element is computed with the same denominator (sum(count)) but a
different numerator.1

To express the choice of only keeping the i and the he rows, we could also write feature
== "i" | feature == "he".
Here is the plot:

ggplot(mb_prons, aes(chapter, freq)) +
geom_bar(stat="identity", width=0.25) +
facet_wrap(~ feature, ncol=1)

ncol=1 puts the plots on top of one another instead of side-by-side. The bars are thinner
because of the width value, which works here because we have used stat="identity". Note
too that this is not a histogram: we have mapped both x and y aesthetics to draw the bars.

1Well, to be extremely precise about it, the single-element vector sum(count) is recycled to the length of
the count vector, and the latter is divided element-wise by the former. We’ve seen this often before.
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Figure 1: Frequencies of two pronouns in the chapters
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(Very optional bit)

I did not require you to follow Jockers’s example and try a “correlation test.” The mechanics
are not too complicated, but we have to extract the i and he frequencies as separate vectors in
order to pass them on to the cor.test function. We could do that with ordinary subsetting
operations, but just to be showy about it we can use tidyr. We want two new columns,
i and he, with one row for each chapter. There’s a small wrinkle, which is that not every
chapter has both pronouns in it; several chapters have no i and a few have no he. For
example, if we seek the rows corresponding to chapter 51:

mb_prons %>% filter(chapter == 51)

Source: local data frame [1 x 4]
Groups: chapter

chapter feature count freq
1 51 he 5 0.003285151

we only get one. So when we spread, we need to say what value should go in the row for
chapter 51 for the i column, and similarly for all the other cases of missing entries. spread
takes a fill parameter for just this occasion:

mb_i_he <- mb_prons %>%
# only keep these columns or we'll get spurious values
select(chapter, feature, freq) %>%
spread(key=feature, value=freq, fill=0)

Now we can be like Jockers and do the correlation test:

cor.test(mb_i_he$i, mb_i_he$he)

Pearson's product-moment correlation

data: mb_i_he$i and mb_i_he$he
t = 1.7293, df = 130, p-value = 0.08613
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
-0.02146599 0.31281357

sample estimates:
cor

0.1499565
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There are lots of these statistical functions in R that perform hypothesis tests and tell
you about the results in detail. This test says: assuming that the counts of i and he
are totally independent (that is, that they have zero correlation) and normally distributed,
how likely would we be to observe a correlation at least as large as the one the data have?
That probability is the p value, which is just shy of 9%, meaning that, if all the other
assumptions of the test held, we should hesitate before inferring a real relation. To consider
those assumptions, let’s plot a histogram of each variable and a scatter plot of the two
together:

ggplot(mb_prons, aes(freq)) + geom_bar(binwidth=0.01) +
facet_wrap(~ feature)

ggplot(mb_i_he, aes(i, he)) + geom_point() +
geom_smooth(method="lm")
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If the variables are normally distributed, their histograms will look like bell curves. However,
given that the two variables are not at all normally distributed—this test is not so simple to
interpret. We need other statistical approaches here. I wanted to do the same exploration
for the correlation test Jockers does between ahab and whale, but I can’t quite reproduce
his numbers.
Looking at the data, by the way, I noticed that there is an encoding error in melville1.xml.
Chapter 55, “Of the Monstrous Pictures of Whales,” is not in a separate div1 tag but has
been stuck into the div1 belonging to chapter 54. The best way to fix that would be by
hand, not programmatically. I’ve left this uncorrected so that this solution set matches what
the homework asked you to do.

[Correction, 6/23/15]

A correspondent points out that that the Moby-Dick XML contains p nodes that are not
immediate children of div1 chapter nodes, in particular within quote tags. An alternate
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chapter-processing routine that doesn’t skip those nodes goes like this:

featurize_chap <- function (div) {
# get chapter number
chapter <- xmlGetAttr(div, "n")

# extract the p descendants of the div
paras <- xpathSApply(div, ".//def:p", xmlValue,

namespaces=c(def="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0"))

# create a two-column data-frame
data.frame(chapter=chapter,

feature=featurize(paras),
stringsAsFactors=F)

}

Let’s also correct the XML encoding error at chapter 55:

mb_fixed_text <- readLines("melville1.xml", encoding="UTF-8")
mb_fixed_text[

str_detect(mb_fixed_text, fixed('<p rend="fiction">CHAPTER 55</p>'))
] <- '

</div1>
<div1 type="chapter" n="55">

<p rend="fiction">CHAPTER 55</p>'

Now we can rerun the analysis. The below uses some functions we haven’t seen before, just
for fun (spot them and look them up, if you’re the sort of person who is reading this added
section).

mb <- xmlParse(mb_fixed_text)
mb_features <- xpathApply(mb, "//def:div1[@type='chapter']",

featurize_chap, namespaces=ns) %>%
bind_rows() %>%
mutate(chapter=as.numeric(chapter)) %>%
group_by(chapter, feature) %>%
summarize(count=n()) %>%
mutate(freq=count / sum(count))

mb_features %>%
filter(feature %in% c("i", "he")) %>%
ggplot(aes(chapter, freq)) +
geom_bar(stat="identity", width=0.25) +
facet_wrap(~ feature, ncol=1)
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Figure 2: Pronoun frequencies, recalculated
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We can repeat the correlation test, though it’s no more valid than before:

mb_features %>%
select(-count) %>%
filter(feature %in% c("i", "he")) %>%
spread(feature, freq, fill=0) %>%
cor.test(~ i + he, data=.)

Pearson's product-moment correlation

data: i and he
t = 1.7791, df = 131, p-value = 0.07755
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
-0.01708014 0.31556924

sample estimates:
cor

0.1535932

And we can try to replicate Jockers’s correlation figure for ahab and whale from §5.4:

mb_features %>%
select(-count) %>%
filter(feature %in% c("ahab", "whale")) %>%
spread(feature, freq, fill=0) %>%
cor.test(~ ahab + whale, data=.)

Pearson's product-moment correlation

data: ahab and whale
t = -4.1672, df = 118, p-value = 5.905e-05
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
-0.5049914 -0.1912037

sample estimates:
cor

-0.3581699

The correlation is still not the -0.2411 number Jockers finds. Incidentally, the hypothesis test
from cor.test is not the same as the resampling test Jockers implements. The resampling
test is more robust (makes fewer assumptions about the distribution of the data):
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resampled_cor <- function (frm, a, b, trials=10000) {
m <- frm %>%

select(-count) %>%
filter(feature == a | feature == b) %>%
spread(feature, freq, fill=0)

resamp <- replicate(trials, cor(get(a, m),
sample(get(b, m))))

data_frame(
r=cor(get(a, m), get(b, m)),
m=mean(resamp),
p=mean(abs(resamp - m) >= abs(r - m))) %>%
rename(correlation=r,

`resampled mean`=m,
`resampled two-tailed probability`=p)

}

For i and he:

set.seed(293) # run-to-run consistency
resampled_cor(mb_features, "i", "he") %>%

print_tabular(digits=4)

correlation resampled mean resampled two-tailed probability
0.1536 -0.0007 0.0747

For ahab and whale:

resampled_cor(mb_features, "ahab", "whale") %>%
print_tabular(digits=4)

correlation resampled mean resampled two-tailed probability
-0.3582 -0.0007 0.0002

This still does not replicate Jockers’s numbers, but it suggests, like his calculation, that the
ahab-whale correlation is indeed quite unlikely if the two words’ frequencies are independent
(regardless of their distribution—roughly speaking). What have we learned?
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HTML

Handling HTML (exercise)

Here’s how to get the graduate program in English’s home page from within R. It’s very
important, when you write code like this, that you make sure you don’t download the file
each time you knit.

grad_prog_file <- "grad_prog.html"

# only download if this file isn't found
if (!file.exists(grad_prog_file)) {

# download URL; requires `library("httr")`
grad_prog_page <- GET("http://english.rutgers.edu/graduate-92/")
# extract text content
grad_prog_content <- content(grad_prog_page, as="text",

encoding="UTF-8")
# save to file
writeLines(grad_prog_content, grad_prog_file)

}

Now that we’ve guaranteed we have this file around, we can load it:

grad_prog_html <- htmlParse(grad_prog_file)

We want to access all the p descendants (not immediate children) of the div with id attribute
ja-content-main. We need a // at the start of our XPath and another one in the middle
(because the p tags of interest are grandchildren of the div in question).

grad_ps <- getNodeSet(grad_prog_html,
"//div[@id='ja-content-main']//p")

xmlValue(grad_ps[[1]])

[1] "The English Graduate Program boasts an outstanding placement record, thanks to our superb faculty, our comprehensive and integrated curriculum, our structured mentoring programs, and our broad range of pedagogical opportunities and training.  Our faculty teach in all the major periods of British, U.S., and global Anglophone literature, as well as the history of the book, literary and cultural theory, and postcolonial studies.  Our department is known for its work in feminist and gender studies, as is Rutgers as a whole, and we have specialists in women’s writing in every historical period.  We also offer many courses in drama and performance studies, in digital humanities, and in literary theory.  One of our particular strengths is African-American literary studies, in which we have a large group of faculty and students."

The output running off the page is moderately annoying. We can print it out as ordinary
text by using an inline expression, which I’ve stuck into a block quote:

The English Graduate Program boasts an outstanding placement record, thanks
to our superb faculty, our comprehensive and integrated curriculum, our struc-
tured mentoring programs, and our broad range of pedagogical opportunities and
training. Our faculty teach in all the major periods of British, U.S., and global
Anglophone literature, as well as the history of the book, literary and cultural
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theory, and postcolonial studies. Our department is known for its work in fem-
inist and gender studies, as is Rutgers as a whole, and we have specialists in
women’s writing in every historical period. We also offer many courses in drama
and performance studies, in digital humanities, and in literary theory. One of
our particular strengths is African-American literary studies, in which we have a
large group of faculty and students.

Ooh, “many courses in digital humanities.” Should we try one of those?
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